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Nokia E75

The Nokia E75 has arrived in stores. The new arrival is the first device
to ship with the new email user interface, offering full desktop email
functionality, and complete integration of Nokia's email and messaging
services.

Made from the quality materials one expects from Nokia Eseries, the
Nokia E75 has a slide out QWERTY keyboard and efficient three-step 
email setup. This simplicity is achieved with the integration of Nokia
Messaging, which ships with a device for the first time in the Nokia E75.
Nokia Messaging is a service that opens up the world's leading consumer
email accounts - including Yahoo! Mail, Gmail and Windows Live
Hotmail - and is joined by Nokia's corporate email clients, Mail for
Exchange and IBM Lotus Notes Traveler, which provide direct access to
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over 90 percent of the world's corporate inboxes as well.

The richer email experience in the Nokia E75 brings all of the owner's
accounts into one simple to access and easy to use UI, which supports
the most common features for desktop email including expanding views,
one click reply and sub-folder and HTML support. Added to the
enhanced email functionality, upgraded personal information
management features such as the ability to create and respond to meeting
requests, and contacts lookup and auto-complete, also make their debut
in the Nokia E75.

The Nokia E75 also integrates tightly to other Ovi services and ships
with Ovi Files, for storing files online, Nokia Maps, which works with
the onboard A-GPS, and Nokia's games service N-Gage which is
supported for the first time in a Nokia Eseries device.
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